Exome Sequencing Identifies Pathogenic and Modifier Mutations in a Child With Sporadic Dilated Cardiomyopathy
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**Background**—Idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is typically diagnosed in adulthood, yet familial cases exhibit variable age-dependent penetrance and a subset of patients develop sporadic DCM in childhood. We sought to discover the molecular basis of sporadic DCM in an 11-year-old female with severe heart failure necessitating cardiac transplantation.

**Methods and Results**—Parental echocardiograms excluded asymptomatic DCM. Whole exome sequencing was performed on the family trio and filtered for rare, deleterious, recessive, and de novo variants. Of the 8 candidate genes identified, only 2 had a role in cardiac physiology. A de novo missense mutation in **TNNT2** was identified, previously reported and functionally validated in familial DCM with markedly variable penetrance. Additionally, recessive compound heterozygous truncating mutations were identified in **XIRP2**, a member of the ancient Xin gene family, which governs intercalated disc (ICD) maturation. Histomorphological analysis of explanted heart tissue revealed misregistration, mislocalization, and shortening of ICDs, findings similar to Xirp2<sup>−/−</sup> mice.

**Conclusions**—The synergistic effects of **TNNT2** and **XIRP2** mutations, resulting in perturbed sarcomeric force generation and transmission, respectively, would account for an early-onset heart failure phenotype. Whereas the importance of Xin proteins in cardiac development has been well established in animal models, this study implicates **XIRP2** as a novel modifier gene in the pathogenesis of DCM. (*J Am Heart Assoc*. 2015;4:e002443 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002443)
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*Dilated cardiomyopathy* (DCM), characterized by left ventricular dilation and systolic dysfunction, is a degenerative myocardial disorder resulting in heart failure and premature death. Consequently, it is the most common indication for cardiac transplantation in adults and children.1,2 DCM is typically diagnosed in the fourth to fifth decade of life subsequent to symptomatic presentation after an unknown period of insidiously silent disease progression.3 Identification of idiopathic DCM as a familial disorder in 20% to 48% of cases has provided the rational for screening echocardiography to detect presymptomatic DCM in family members and launched efforts to discover its genetic underpinnings.3-5 DCM has proved to be genetically heterogeneous, attributable to mutations in over 50 genes.6-8 DCM is associated with variable age-dependent penetrance, even among carriers of the same heterozygous mutation segregating within a family, attributable to poorly understood molecular mechanisms. Moreover, a subset of patients develops symptomatic DCM and advanced heart failure in childhood in the absence of myocardial disease in their adult parents. Whereas sporadic DCM in an infant or child should prompt a broad differential diagnosis and testing for reversible causes of heart failure,8 it remains an idiopathic and likely genetic disorder in 66% of children.9 Emerging data from clinical gene panel testing suggest that the genetic landscape of DCM in children and adults is different.10 Indeed, pediatric DCM provides a unique opportunity to identify mutations with major effect on cardiac structure and function in the absence of acquired age-dependent risk factors for heart failure. Whole exome sequencing (WES) is a transformative technology that overcomes the limitations of a candidate gene approach, enabling discovery of new and unsuspected genetic underpinnings of DCM, including sporadic cases.
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Methods

Study Subjects
Subjects provided written informed consent under a research protocol approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board and were phenotypically classified by transthoracic echocardiography. Diagnostic criteria for DCM were left ventricular diastolic and/or systolic short-axis chamber dimension Z-score ≥2.0 and left ventricular ejection fraction <50%. Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood white cells. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded cardiac tissue was available from the patient and 3 additional pediatric subjects, procured at cardiac transplantation or autopsy.

Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization
Array comparative genomic hybridization using a custom 180K oligonucleotide microarray (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) was performed on a DNA sample from the affected patient with a genome-wide functional resolution of 100 kilobases (kb). Deletions ≥200 kb and duplications ≥500 kb were considered clinically relevant. Those below the size threshold were considered relevant if sufficient evidence supporting pathogenicity from Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim), PubMed (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), or ClinGen Dosage Sensitivity Map (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/dbvar/clingen/index.shtml) was present.

WES and Bioinformatics
WES and variant annotation were performed on DNA samples from the affected patient and both clinically unaffected parents, utilizing the Mayo Clinic Medical Genomics Facility and Bioinformatics Core. The Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon v4+UTRs capture kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) was used for exome capture. Samples from the family trio were multiplexed on a single lane and 101-bp, paired-end sequencing was performed on Illumina’s HiSeq2000 platform (Illumina, Inc, San Diego, CA). Reads were aligned to the hg19 reference genome with Novoalign (http://novocraft.com) followed by sorting and marking of duplicate reads using Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net). Local realignment of insertions/deletions (INDELs) and base quality score recalibration were then performed using the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK). Single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and INDELs were called with a genome-wide functional resolution of 100 kilobases (kb). Deletions ≥50.0 and duplications ≥200 kb were considered clinically relevant. Those below the size threshold were considered relevant if sufficient evidence supporting pathogenicity from Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim), PubMed (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), or ClinGen Dosage Sensitivity Map (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/dbvar/clingen/index.shtml) was present.

Sanger Sequencing
Sanger sequencing was performed on DNA samples from the family trio to confirm mutations identified by WES. The primer pairs used for the polymerase chain reaction were: TNNT2 c.421C>T (NM_001001430.2) forward 5’– GGACCATTTGC TTCAAGACT –3’; reverse 5’– GACATTTACCAGCTCCAGA –3’; XIRP2 c.5460delT (NM_152381.5) forward 5’– TTCAAGACT –3’; reverse 5’– CTCAAGTGATCTACCCGCCTT –3’; AACACTGACAGC –3’.

Histochemistry and Immunohistochemistry
Left ventricular tissue, procured from the patient’s explanted heart at the time of transplantation (age 12), was
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formalin-fixed and paraffin embedded by standard clinical laboratory protocols. Sections (5 μm thick) were obtained from the paraffin tissue blocks, and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and Masson trichrome-stained slides were generated using standard clinical histochemistry protocols. Additional 5-μm sections were obtained for immunohistochemical staining. Three additional specimens served as controls. Left ventricular tissue was obtained at autopsy from a 13-year-old male who died from noncardiac causes and had no evidence of DCM or other cardiac disease. Explanted left ventricular tissue was available from 2 individuals with genetically defined DCM who underwent cardiac transplantation: a 9-year-old female with a mutation in LMNA, encoding lamin A/C, and a 12-year-old female with a mutation in RBM20, encoding RNA-binding motif protein 20. Staining was performed using the Leica Bond RX Stainer (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL). Tissue slides were dewaxed and antigens were retrieved online using Bond Dewax and Epitope Retrieval 2 (Leica Microsystems). For N-cadherin immunostaining, tissue slides were subjected to antigen retrieval for 20 minutes. The primary antibody directed against N-cadherin (Clone IAR06; Leica Microsystems) was used at 1:75 dilution and slides were incubated for 15 minutes. For β-catenin immunostaining, tissue slides were subjected to antigen retrieval for 10 minutes. The primary antibody directed against β-catenin (clone E6; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) was used at 1:1000 dilution and slides were incubated for 15 minutes. The detection system used for both primary antibodies was the Polymer Reveal System (Leica Microsystems). This system includes a hydrogen peroxidase blocking step, a secondary antibody conjugated to HRP, a DAB-based reaction, and hematoxylin counterstain. Once completed, slides were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethyl alcohol and rinsed for 5 minutes in tap water. Slides were then dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethyl alcohol and xylene before permanent cover slipping in xylene based media.

Transmission Electron Microscopy
Formalin-fixed cardiac tissue was obtained from the paraffin tissue blocks and deparaffinized by standard clinical laboratory protocols. Tissues were rinsed 3 times in 0.1 mol/L of sodium phosphate buffer, postfixed, and stained in 1% osmium tetroxide. Tissues were then rinsed 3 times in distilled water, en bloc stained in 2% aqueous uranyl acetate, and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol followed by absolute acetone. Tissues were subsequently infiltrated and embedded in epoxy resin. Semithin (0.6 μm) sections for light microscopy were cut with an ultramicrotome and stained with toluidine blue. Thin sections, ≈100 nm in thickness, were cut with an ultramicrotome, poststained with 0.3% aqueous lead citrate, and examined in a FEI Tecnai G² 12 transmission electron microscope operated at 80 kV. Digital images were captured with a Gatan Model 785 ES1000W Erlangshen side mount 4k×2.7k CCD camera and Digital Micrograph software.

Results
Clinical Presentation of Sporadic, End-Stage DCM in a Pediatric Patient
The patient was diagnosed with DCM at age 11, subsequent to the incidental finding of cardiomegaly on a computed tomography scan obtained for abdominal pain. Echocardiography and cardiac catheterization revealed a severe form of DCM with marked systolic and diastolic dysfunction: left ventricular diastolic/systolic short-axis chamber dimensions=62/58 mm (Z-scores=7.4/12.5); left ventricular ejection fraction=12% (Z-score=−10.9); mild-moderate mitral valve regurgitation; severe left atrial enlargement; and left ventricular end-diastolic pressure=27 mm Hg (normal <12 mm Hg). Circulating N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide was significantly elevated at 3874 pg/mL (normal, <140 pg/mL). Electrocardiography demonstrated normal sinus rhythm, left atrial enlargement, left axis deviation, prolonged QTc interval, and abnormal Q waves and T-wave inversion in the lateral leads. Screening echocardiograms in her parents revealed normal left ventricular size and systolic function (father, age 53; mother, age 49). The patient developed progressive, end-stage heart failure and ventricular tachycardia despite maximal medical therapy, culminating in treatment with a continuous milrinone infusion, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, and ultimately cardiac transplantation within 1 year of diagnosis. Weight of the explanted heart was 2.6 times greater than the expected mean for the patient’s age and height/weight, with severe biventricular hypertrophy, marked biventricular dilation, and moderate interstitial fibrosis.

Exome Sequencing Reveals De Novo TNNT2 and Compound Heterozygous XIRP2 Mutations
Array comparative genomic hybridization ruled out chromosomal aneuploidy in the patient. To identify a pathogenic mutation(s), targeted exome capture and WES were performed on genomic DNA samples from the family trio. All 3 samples had over 98% of reads map to the hg19 reference genome, and, on average, 95% of the 71 megabase capture region had ≥20 coverage. Similarly, post-hoc analysis of DCM genes from GeneDx’s DCM/LVNC (http://genedx.com/) and Ambry Genetics DCMNEXT panels (http://ambrygen.com/) revealed coverage of 94% of the coding and untranslated
regions. Approximately 73,000 SNVs and 9500 INDELs were identified in the coding region of each sample, which was within an expected range for our standard variant calling workflow. An iterative variant filtering approach was then employed (Figure 1). Variants that mapped to the coding region and passed quality score recalibration were filtered to exclude those located in the top 0.5% of the most exonically variable genes and present in 3 or more in-house, non-DCM controls. Variants were then filtered for rarity, excluding variants with a minor allele frequency ≥1.0% in 1000 Genomes, EVS (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/), or CG. Next, all truncation, canonical splice-site, and missense variants were retained. Filtered data from the patient were analyzed in conjunction with parental WES data to model all potential modes of inheritance for sporadic DCM, including homozygous recessive, compound heterozygous, uniparental disomy, and de novo, culminating in a candidate list of 12 variants in 8 genes (Table S1). Genes were then prioritized based on striated muscle-specific RNA expression, abnormal cardiac phenotype upon murine ortholog knockout, and connection to a known DCM gene (n=50 genes).

Four of the 8 candidate genes, ZYG11B, PMPCB, ZBTB10, and BRCA2, did not fulfill any of the 3 criteria. Two of the 8 candidate genes, DNAH1 and SH3KBP1, fulfilled the sole criterion of being connected to a known DCM gene. DNAH1, harboring compound heterozygous missense variants, was linked to CRYAB, an established DCM gene, from a proteomic study performed on brain samples from patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Knockout of the murine ortholog results in phenotypes unrelated to DCM. SH3KBP1, harboring a de novo missense mutation, was linked to 2 established DCM genes, ACTC1 and LMNA. The connection to ACTC1 was from a study that showed its involvement in cross-linking F-actin in podosomes of fibroblasts, whereas the connection to LMNA was a false-positive text-mining link based on a study utilizing LMNA as a negative control when determining binding of SH3BP2 to SH3KBP1. Murine ortholog knockout restricted to B cells elicited a definitive B- and T-cell phenotype, which was not evident in our patient in a pretransplant quantitative B- and T-cell surface marker assay. Consequently, neither DNAH1 nor SH3KBP1 were prioritized for further investigation.

The remaining 2 candidate genes, TNNT2 and XIRP2, fulfilled all 3 criteria, with robust supportive evidence for each. Troponin T type 2 (cardiac) (TNNT2, OMIM 191045) had over 30 murine cardiac identifiers, was categorized as being tissue enriched in cardiac muscle, and had multiple reports associating it with DCM, 1 of which reported the exact substitution observed in our patient. Xin actin-binding repeat containing 2 (XIRP2, OMIM 609778) had 18 murine cardiac identifiers, was categorized as being heart/skeletal muscle enriched, and was connected to NEBL, a known DCM gene. In examining the role of XIRP2 and its importance in striated muscle development and myofibril assembly, coimmunoprecipitation and cocrystallization assays showed binding of XIRP2 through a proline-rich sequence to the SH3 domain of NEBL, providing robust supportive evidence linking XIRP2 to a known DCM gene.

The patient was found to harbor a pathogenic de novo missense mutation in TNNT2 (c.421C>T p. R141W; Figure 2) and compound heterozygous truncating mutations in XIRP2 (c.5460delT p.Phe1820fs*2 on the paternal allele; c.6968dupA p.Asn2323fs*15 on the maternal allele; Figure 3). The truncation mutations were recessive, given that each was inherited from an unaffected parent, and added an anomalous peptide tail of 2 and 15 residues, respectively.

Figure 1. To identify a pathogenic mutation among variants identified by whole exome sequencing, an iterative filtering scheme was employed. Twelve rare coding variants in 8 genes fit plausible modes of inheritance for sporadic DCM. Of the 12 variants (Table S1), only 3 variants in 2 candidate genes, TNNT2 and XIRP2, fit >1 of the following criteria: showed striated muscle enrichment; had an associated cardiac phenotype in mice; and/or were located within 1 node of a known DCM gene. 1000G indicates 1000 genomes; CG, complete genomics; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; EVS, exome variant server; MAF, minor allele frequency.
Immunohistochemistry Demonstrates Misregistration, Mislocalization, and Shortening of ICDs

Histomorphologic analysis of H&E and trichrome-stained sections of left ventricular myocardium revealed similar chronic changes in the patient harboring TNNT2 and XIRP2 mutations and 2 pediatric DCM controls, compared to a normal pediatric control (Figure 4A through 4H). Alterations included moderate-to-severe myocyte hypertrophy with marked nuclear enlargement and mild patchy interstitial fibrosis—nonspecific findings that are characteristically observed in DCM.

Because N-cadherin and β-catenin are important structural and signaling components of ICDs and a β-catenin-binding domain has been mapped within the Xin repeats of XIRP225 (Figure 3C), immunohistochemistry was performed to evaluate alterations in their expression and/or localization. Immunostaining for N-cadherin revealed abnormalities of localization and microanatomic structure of ICDs that differed among the individuals with DCM (Figure 4I through 4L). By light microscopy, ICDs in the normal control were linear and well organized at the ends of each myocyte, oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the myocytes. Furthermore, myocytes were well organized relative to their neighbors, with groups of adjacent ICDs tending to line up in loose registry with one another. This registry of ICDs was lost to varying degrees in the individuals with DCM, particularly in our patient and the RBM20 control. In addition to misregistration of ICDs, DCM hearts also showed mislocalization and/or shortening of ICDs that differed by genetic background. The LMNA DCM control showed the subtlest abnormalities, with many ICDs oriented obliquely, rather than perpendicular, to the longitudinal axis of the myocytes, but with ICD length relatively preserved. The RBM20 DCM control had more-striking abnormalities, with many myocytes showing multiple short ICDs distributed along their sides. Our patient showed marked disorganization of ICDs with a mixture of oblique, short, and long linear forms oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the myocyte, with groups of short ICDs forming a stair-step pattern across myocytes. Immunostaining for β-catenin revealed increased immunoreactivity of ICDs in all DCM individuals relative to the normal control, suggesting increased expression and/or localization of β-catenin at the ICD, as has been described previously in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy26 (Figure 4M through 4P).

Electron Microscopy Confirms Abnormal ICD Ultrastructure

Transmission electron microscopy performed on myocardial tissue demonstrated several ultrastructural abnormalities in
the DCM tissues. All exhibited variably increased numbers of mitochondria (mitochondriosis) and sarcotubular dilatation, nonspecific changes that are characteristically observed in DCM and other types of myocardial disease. Changes were also present that differed among the individuals, mirroring abnormalities observed by light microscopy and immunohistochemistry. The LMNA DCM control again showed subtle abnormalities, with only mildly irregular ICDs and increased amplitude of the undulations of the fascia adherens (Figure 5B and 5F). The RBM20 DCM control had more-severe abnormalities, with marked irregularity and decreased amplitude of undulations of the fascia adherens, shortening of overall ICD length, and interruption and displacement of ICDs along the long axis of the myocyte (Figure 5C and 5G). Our patient, however, showed the most pronounced ultrastructural changes, with extensive interruption and displacement or stair-stepping of ICDs, including long segments oriented parallel to the myofila-
ments, along with marked irregularity and decreased amplitude of undulations of the fascia adherens (Figure 5D and 5H).

Discussion

TNNT2-R141W Causes DCM in Humans and Mice

The TNNT2 R141W mutation, unreported in publicly available population databases, has been previously identified as a cause for familial DCM.23 The mutation alters a highly conserved residue within an alpha-tropomyosin-binding domain,27 and extensive functional assays have demonstrated defects in thin filament Ca2+ sensitivity.28–32 In addition, transgenic cTnTR141W mice develop decreased calcium sensitivity and DCM.33,34

TNNT2-R141W Is Associated With Incomplete Penetration

The TNNT2 R141W mutation was first reported in a 5-generation family comprised of 14 living individuals with DCM.23 Onset of cardiac symptoms typically occurred in the 2nd decade of life, but varied widely, with the youngest relative diagnosed at 1 year and the oldest at 84. In addition, 5 family members who carried the R141W mutation did not
have echocardiographic manifestations of DCM at ages 1, 15, 29, 42, and 47 years. TNNT2 mutations in general have been associated with earlier disease onset, representing one of the most common known causes for pediatric DCM.10,27 However, unexplained variability in penetrance of many mutations has been noted.35–37 This suggests that a modifier gene(s) may contribute to the age-dependent penetrance of TNNT2-mediated DCM and account for the severe disease phenotype in our preadolescent patient.

**XIRP2 Is Necessary for Proper Cardiac Development and Growth**

XIRP2 belongs to the ancient Xin gene family, initially identified as the ortholog cXin in chickens found to have striated muscle-restricted expression.38 Subsequent studies have confirmed that mouse and human homologs, mXInα/Xirp1 and mXInβ/Xirp2 and hXInα/XIRP1 and hXInβ/XIRP2, respectively, also show preferential expression in striated muscle and localize to

---

**Figure 4.** Histochemistry and immunohistochemistry revealed abnormalities in ICD structure in pediatric DCM. Representative photomicrographs of left ventricular myocardial tissue from a normal male control, age 13 (A, E, I, and M); a DCM female control harboring a LMNA mutation, age 9 (B, F, J, and N); a DCM female control harboring a RBM20 mutation, age 12 (C, G, K, and O); and the female DCM patient harboring TNNT2 and XIRP2 mutations, age 12 (D, H, L, and P). All 3 DCM patients showed nonspecific alterations (B through D, H&E=hematoxylin & eosin; F through H, Masson trichrome). N-cadherin (I through L) and β-catenin (M through P) immunohistochemistry revealed ICD abnormalities that differed among the DCM patients. The LMNA DCM control showed many irregular ICDs oriented obliquely, but with ICD length relatively preserved (J and N). In contrast, the RBM20 DCM control showed many short ICDs, including unusual linear arrays of multiple short parallel ICDs distributed along the sides of myocytes (K and O). The patient with TNNT2 and XIRP2 mutations showed severely disorganized ICDs, with numerous clustered groups composed of a mixture of oblique, short, and irregular forms (L and P). Immunoreactivity of ICDs for β-catenin was increased in all DCM individuals relative to the normal control (M through P). Scale bars (A through P)=20 μm. DCM indicates dilated cardiomyopathy; ICD, intercalated disc.
ICDs. Analogous to our patient's parents, who are clinically unaffected heterozygous mutation carriers, $mXin^b/Xirp2^{+/−}$ mice are indistinguishable from wild-type mice. Knockout of both $mXin^b/Xirp2$ alleles in mice, however, leads to diastolic dysfunction and postnatal death before weaning. In addition, mice fail to form mature ICDs, with myocardial mislocalization of N-cadherin and β-catenin. Interestingly, $mXin^b/Xirp2$-null pups were found to have a significant delay in switching off slow skeletal troponin I, hypothesized to allow for increased Ca$^{2+}$-activated myofilament tension.

**XIRP2 Is a Novel Candidate Modifier of TNNT2-Mediated DCM**

The human ortholog, $hXin^b/XIRP2$, encoding a 3549-amino-acid protein, was initially identified as a gene coexpressed with 13 known cardiomyopathy-associated genes. Analysis of $XIRP2$ in the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) database (http://exac.broadinstitute.org) and with the genic intolerance program reveals a relatively high frequency of natural, functional variation. However, frameshift and nonsense variants resulting in protein truncation (5.7%) are far less common than missense variants (63.7%). This pattern of genetic variation is reminiscent of ALMS1 and the specificity for recessive truncating mutations as a cause for Alström syndrome (OMIM 203800), a syndromic form of pediatric DCM. Individuals with compound heterozygous mutations cannot be determined from the ExAC database. However, among the 60 706 individuals in ExAC, only 2 are homozygous for a truncating $XIRP2$ variant, a state analogous to compound heterozygosity in our patient. The data set is not known to contain samples from DCM patients, and the chance that these individuals also carry a pathogenic DCM mutation would be extremely low. We speculate, however, that individuals homozygous or compound heterozygous for $XIRP2$ truncating variants may be at increased risk for developing...
heart failure if triggered by additional genetic and/or environmental risk factors. Future studies will be necessary to identify additional individuals with recessive truncating mutations and confirm the role XIRP2 plays in ICD maturation and DCM-mediated heart failure.

**TNNT2-XIRP2 Coupled Mutations in Sporadic, Early-Onset DCM**

ICDs are critical for cardiac mechanotransduction, and mutations in the ICD protein metavinculin have been identified in adult-onset DCM. ICD disruption was observed to variable degrees in our patient and DCM controls, suggesting that it may be a general feature of end-stage myocardial disease irrespective of etiology. Notably, the DCM control harboring a RBM20 mutation displayed extensive ICD disruptions, consistent with this genetic subtype’s association with early-onset DCM. The patient harboring TNNT2 and XIRP2 mutations, however, showed marked irregularity of ICDs, with a stair-stepping pattern reminiscent of mXinβ/Xirp2-null mice, described as numerous, miniature ICD-like structures arranged in tandem. mXinβ/Xirp2 plays an indispensable role in terminal redistribution of ICD components, such as N-cadherin, during maturation. The consistent mislocalization of N-cadherin in our patient and mXinβ/Xirp2-null mice suggests a similar defect in biphasic ICD maturation.

Immunoreactivity of β-catenin was increased in all pediatric DCM cardiac samples, but did not differ among genetic subtypes. Whereas mislocalization of β-catenin was observed in mXinβ/Xirp2-null mice, both framesshift mutations identified in our patient occur downstream of the β-catenin-binding domain (Figure 3C). This suggests that truncated XIRP2 may be expressed and retain partial activity within the myocardium. An antibody targeting XIRP2 upstream of the identified framesshift mutations is not currently available, precluding the ability to determine truncated XIRP2 expression and localization in our patient. The identified framesshift mutations occur upstream of several protein domains, including a sequence within the last proline-rich region, PPPTLPKPKLPKH, that binds to the SH3 domain of nebulette during early stages of myofibril development. Nebulette, a cardiac-specific isoform of nebulin and a known DCM gene, binds to troponin and tropomyosin and plays an essential role in maintaining thin filament integrity. Both truncation mutations would disrupt this interaction as well as 3 downstream coiled-coil domains. The full spectrum of XIRP2 domains and interacting partners is unknown, but premature truncation and introduction of an anomalous peptide tail in the recessive state could eliminate domains necessary for ICD maturation within the myocardium.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Gene Symbol/OMIM #</th>
<th>Transcript Variant</th>
<th>Protein Variant</th>
<th>ExAC MAF</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>DCM Pathway Link</th>
<th>HPA RNA Expression</th>
<th>HPA Cardiac Expression (FPKM)</th>
<th>MGI Phenotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZYG11B</td>
<td>1148C&gt;T</td>
<td>A383V</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TNNT2 191045</td>
<td>421C&gt;T</td>
<td>R141W</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>Direct Heart muscle enrichment</td>
<td>2694</td>
<td>Abnormal heart development; abnormal myocardial fiber morphology; myocardial fiber degeneration; dilated heart; decreased ventricle muscle contractility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>XIRP2 609778</td>
<td>5460delT 6968dupA</td>
<td>F1820fs<em>2 N2323fs</em>15</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>Heart/Skeletal muscle enrichment</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Abnormal heart shape; abnormal myocardial fiber morphology; cardiac hypertrophy; decreased liver weight; complete postnatal lethality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DNAH1 603332</td>
<td>5669G&gt;T 6676A&gt;G</td>
<td>G1890V I2226V</td>
<td>0.0021 0.0059</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>1 node; CRYAB Ubiquitous</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male infertility; asthenozoospermia; abnormal respiratory physiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PMPCB 603131</td>
<td>8C&gt;T 601G&gt;C</td>
<td>A3V A201P</td>
<td>0.0022 0.0000</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>-- Ubiquitous</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Complete embryonic lethality between implantation and placentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ZBTB10</td>
<td>107C&gt;T 140C&gt;T</td>
<td>S36L P47L</td>
<td>0.0042 0.0008</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>-- Ubiquitous</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BRCA2 600185</td>
<td>9976A&gt;T</td>
<td>K3326*</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>Homozygous recessive</td>
<td>-- Mixed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Abnormal rib/sternum morphology; decreased bone marrow cell number; small ovary/testis; increased tumor/carcinoma incidence; abnormal embryonic tissue morphology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>SH3KBP1 300374</td>
<td>1196C&gt;T</td>
<td>P399L</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>1 node; ACTCI, LMNA Ubiquitous</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abnormal lymphocyte cell number; hyperactivity; increased dopamine level; decreased B/B-1a cell number; decreased transitional stage T2 &amp; T3 B cell number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supplemental Table S1. Twelve variants in 8 candidate genes identified through whole exome sequencing. Chr = chromosome; DCM = dilated cardiomyopathy; ExAC = Exome Aggregation Consortium; FPKM = number of fragments per kilobase gene model and million reads; HPA = Human Protein Atlas; MAF = minor allele frequency; MGI = Mouse Genome Informatics; OMIM = Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man. Red text indicates pathogenic and modifier mutations.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Gene Symbol/OMIM #</th>
<th>Transcript Variant</th>
<th>Protein Variant</th>
<th>ExAC MAF</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>DCM Pathway Link</th>
<th>HPA RNA Expression</th>
<th>HPA Cardiac Expression (FPKM)</th>
<th>MGI Phenotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZYG11B</td>
<td>1148C&gt;T</td>
<td>A383V</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TNNT2 191045</td>
<td>421C&gt;T</td>
<td>R141W</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Heart muscle enrichment</td>
<td>2694</td>
<td>Abnormal heart development; abnormal myocardial fiber morphology; myocardial fiber degeneration; dilated heart; decreased ventricle muscle contractility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>XIRP2 609778</td>
<td>5460delT 6968dupA</td>
<td>F1820fs<em>2 N2323fs</em>15</td>
<td>0.0008 0.0013</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>1 node; NEBL</td>
<td>Heart/Skeletal muscle enrichment</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Abnormal heart shape; abnormal myocardial fiber morphology; cardiac hypertrophy; decreased liver weight; complete postnatal lethality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DNAH1 603332</td>
<td>5669G&gt;T 6676A&gt;G</td>
<td>G1890V I2226V</td>
<td>0.0021 0.0059</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>1 node; CRYAB</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male infertility; asthenozoospermia; abnormal respiratory physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PMPCB 603131</td>
<td>8C&gt;T 601G&gt;C</td>
<td>A3V A201P</td>
<td>0.0022 0.0000</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Complete embryonic lethality between implantation and placentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ZBTB10</td>
<td>107C&gt;T 140C&gt;T</td>
<td>S36L P47L</td>
<td>0.0042 0.0008</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BRCA2 600185</td>
<td>9976A&gt;T</td>
<td>K3326*</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>Homozygous recessive</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Abnormal rib/sternum morphology; decreased bone marrow cell number; small ovary/testis; increased tumor/carcinoma incidence; abnormal embryonic tissue morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>SH3KBP1 300374</td>
<td>1196C&gt;T</td>
<td>P399L</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>De novo</td>
<td>1 node; ACTC1, LMNA</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abnormal lymphocyte cell number; hyperactivity; increased dopamine level; decreased B/B-1a cell number; decreased transitional stage T2 &amp; T3 B cell number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplemental Table S1.** Twelve variants in 8 candidate genes identified through whole exome sequencing. Chr = chromosome; DCM = dilated cardiomyopathy; ExAC = Exome Aggregation Consortium; FPKM = number of fragments per kilobase gene model and million reads; HPA = Human Protein Atlas; MAF = minor allele frequency; MGI = Mouse Genome Informatics; OMIM = Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man. Red text indicates pathogenic and modifier mutations.